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In art children will 
stitch holiday 
clothes.
Key vocabulary: 
combine, textiles, 
shapes, join, 
material, fabric, 
needle, thread, 
stitch, sew

In English, we will be reading the book The King Who Banned the Dark by 
Emily Howarth-Booth. The outcome will be for children to write a letter and 
a banning narrative.
Key vocabulary:
mighty propose furthermore kingdom magnificent 
disappointment ordering majestic powerful
dreariness punishment wise treacherous burglars
artificial installed issued inspectors fine 
glare distraction elsewhere dim unguarded
shuddered avoided

Children will be focusing on length and height, mass, capacity and volume and 
fractions. 

Key vocabulary:
whole parts equal parts unequal parts fraction                     
half   quarter third unit fractions non-unit fractions 
numerator denominator volume mass weight
capacity                      

In PSHE our theme 
is Relationships
Key vocabulary:
family, different, 
similarities, special, 
relationship, 
important, cooperate, 
tough, physical 
contact, 
communication, dislike, 
acceptable, friends, 
conflict, points of 
view, positive problem 
solving, trustworthy, 
honesty, reliability, 
appreciate 

We will focus on:

Formation of nouns using suffixes e.g. –
ness, –er and by compounding
Formation of adjectives using suffixes 
e.g. –ful, –less
Use of the suffix –ly to turn adjectives 
into adverbs

In geography, children will use maps and atlases 
to identify continents and countries.
Key vocabulary:
continents oceans      countries      key
map symbol  journey     location        evidence
predict human/physical features
equator map           globe            city
compass direction            aerial photograph
plan plot

In science, children will look at plants.

Key vocabulary:
annual compost flower fruit
germinate germination health healthy
leaf plant root seed
seeding soil stem vegetable
properties materials bulb leaves

What did Jesus teach and how did he live?
Children will know and understand what a ‘calling’ is 
and what Jesus’ special role is, how beliefs affect 
how Christians live their lives, and the importance 
of Jesus’ teachings for Christians today.
Key vocabulary:

God  Christ   Jesus  Christian    gospel    parable    
baptism        crucifixion             resurrection

The theme for this term is orienteering. Pupils will 
know the different points of a compass, what a key 
is, and understand a map should face north or in the 
direction they are facing.
Key vocabulary:
key    start    finish    compass points    North     
South    East    West    obstacle    ‘thumbing the map’
hazards    ‘freeze’    rotate    facing    direction

What type of 
transportation is the 
best way to travel? Why 
do you think this?


